
Patty Carroll is well known for her use of saturated color, intense use of 
patterns and satirical content that can be found in her photography since 
the 1970’s. Carrol received her BFA in Graphic Design and a Masters degree 
in Photography (1972)from the Institute of Design in Chicago. In her The 
Anonymous Woman series the subjects identity is always kept a mystery, 
while the chaotic and claustrophobic scenes address woman and their relation-
ship with domestic objects. Each subject is camouflaged by the accumulation 
of mundane household items, drapery, and obsessive amounts of deranged 
collecting.  This style then creates a dark but still humorous game of hide 
and seek between the Anonymous woman and the viewer.  Drawing inspira-
tion from the childhood game of clue, Patty Carroll lets the overwhelming 
obsessions take over the woman who falls as the victim of her own mania and 
anxiety. This series can be read many different ways and eludes to religion, 
women’s rights and beliefs, and equality for women. Home is a place to retreat 
too, this series  the woman amasses “things” that make up the illusion of who 
she is, in the end causing her own self- demise.
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The Anonymous Woman 
series by Patty Carroll 
is about the obsessive 
accumulation of “things” to 
create an illusion of ones self. 
“things” is an exhibit that 
adresses obsession, mania, 
anxiety and infactuation. 
Accomplished with a sense 
of humor through the eyes of 
Patty Carroll, and the use of 
saturated color and competing 
patterns. 
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exhibition walls

For my walls I wanted to focus on the 
mundane turned obsessive. I focused on the 
repeatition of typographic elelments within 
the title itself. I wanted the veiwer to have 
the sense of too much of a good thing while 
walking into the exhibit. The introduction 
paragraph is meant to get the veiwer into the 
mindset of the artist and introduce the deeper 
meanings behind the whimsical design.



For my literature I wanted to create a rulebook for the everyday good housewife. It 
can be difficult to maintain a pristine home while putting the needs of everyone above 
your own. I wanted each page to be a difffernt rule and every spread to be a unique 
experience for the veiwer. I chose to use contour lines to represent my subject to 
maintain the balance between simplicity and obsession. The overall picture is created 
by overlapping connested webs of lines creating a overwhelming design. 



For my product design I wanted to introduce a remedy for the stresses that being 
a housewife entails, this is why I chose to do a mixer set. I wanted to continue the 
contour lines and overwhelmind patterns that are featured throughout the exhibit, 
while introducing a new and refreshing sense of beauty when opening the box 
and seeing the flowers for the first time. I wanted the flowers to be an unexpected 
suprise for the women who puts everyone else first. 


